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Abstract—The article is dedicated to Natural Language
Processing in the Theory for Automatic Generation of
Knowledge Architecture (TAPAZ-2) paradigm and the
immersion of the obtained semantic formalisms into the
software environment through the Open Semantic Tech-
nology for Intelligent Systems (OSTIS). A specific feature
of the approach is the formalization of natural language
semantics based on the World Model and the combination
of Semantic Coding with the ontology and taxonomy of
semantic networks.
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I. Introduction

The present research is carried out in the framework
of Combinatory Semantics, which studies the linguistic
mapping of the dynamics of individs’ roles in an event.
[1, p. 13]. Natural language is understood as a system
of figures and signs for decoding the World Model and
conscious management of intellectual activity [2, p. 35].
The World Model (hidden knowledge) is the architecture
of patterns, i.e. the ordered set of patterns and the ordered
set of transformations of some patterns in others [3,
p. 226], [46, p. 182]. It is necessary to distinguish between
verbal and non-verbal knowledge. Non-verbal knowledge
is beyond the rational approach for comprehension of
the World, it is beyond any term system, whether it is
mathematics, computer science, linguistics, paralinguistics
and semiotics as a whole. It is impossible to explain
and show, how the imageries of Raphael’s paintings
came up, therefore, non-verbal knowledge should not
be confused with facial expressions and gestures. Sign
or finger language (language of the deaf and dumb) is

as a natural language as any other hieroglyphic language
[4, p. 18]. Verbal knowledge consists of information and
fascination. According to Yu. V. Knorozov, the maximal
information is contained in mathematics and the maximal
fascination is contained in music [5]. Further studies
have shown that fascination, along with factuation or
factualization, is still a kind of information [6].
In this case, fascination that involves any stylistic

nuance, all kinds of emotional and expressive shades and
“induced” emotions, including those created with the help
of meter, rhythm, pause, chant, representational devices
and other accentological means, are equally covered
by declarative and procedural methods of representing
knowledge. Due to the fact that language categories as
supporting constructs of the metatheory of any natural
language are linked to verbal knowledge, only those that
are distinguished procedurally, fixed declaratively and
confirmed combinatorially can be determined as relevant
[7]. Meanwhile, “The “chunks” of reasoning, language,
memory, and “perception” ought to be larger and more
structured; their factual and procedural contents must be
more intimately connected in order to explain the apparent
power and speed of mental activities” [8, p. 1].
The purpose of the article is to demonstrate the

possibility of understanding texts in a natural language
by computer systems with semantic software that allows
creating a problem solver architecture based on a combina-
tion of Semantic Coding with the ontology and taxonomy
of semantic networks.
To write formalized texts, in the article, the variants

of the external displaying of SC-code constructs – SCg
(graphic version) and SCn (hypertext version) – are used.

II. Problem definition

The discrepancy of the World Model and the Linguistic
Image of the World, indefinite meaning of lexical units
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and syntactic incompleteness of sentences are the main
stumbling blocks in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
[9]. Attempts to remove or circumvent these problems
with the help of statistics based on co-occurrence by
Z. S. Harris [10] resemble guessing the correct answers
by schoolchildren during centralized testing. No matter
how sophisticated the methods of statistical processing of
structured or unstructured natural language content are,
they only imitate the intellectual or inventive activity of
a human, guessing the correct answer with more or less
certainty, but we do not doubt that neural networks are
able to efficiently scale the solutions found by combinatory
methods. As for the currently popular combinatory meth-
ods, they go back to the semantic cases of Ch. Fillmore
[11]–[22] and Stowell’s “theta-grids” [23] and are used, in
particular, in the Semantic Web project of T. Berners-Lee
[24]–[27] and on an international community resource
Schema.org of the Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and Yandex
developer communities [28]. The main disadvantage of
these methods is their empirical character and the lack of
unified algebraic bases of semantic calculus. Because of
these reasons, the creators of the Semantic Web, despite
titanic efforts to standardize the technology, have not yet
managed to reduce various subject ontologies to a top-
level ontology, which, as many commentators emphasize,
is “critical for the entire concept” [29, p. 94]. The fact is
that the top-level ontology cannot be built from below,
it, so to speak, “does not grow” from the ontologies of
subject domains but must be initially set from above and in
an algebraic standard that is suitable for formalizing texts
in natural language including sentences, free and stable
strings of combinatory variants of lexical items and lexical
items themselves that make up these texts. In other words,
to embed patterns of the World Model in presentation
formalisms, a formalized language is required, which is
comparable in semantic power to a natural language, as
V. V. Martynov pointed out at the time [30]. Otherwise,
as a result, we will get, as D. G. Bobrow and Т. Winograd
wrote, an extremely fragile structure, often resembles a
house of cards and collapses immediately “if swayed in
the slightest from the specific domain (often even the
specific examples) for which it was built” [31, p. 4].

Let us pay attention one more time: semantics as the
relation of language to the World Model is manifested
in the dynamics of individs’ roles in an event, which
is reflected in the content of patterns, the meaning of
signs and the sense of sentences [1]–[4]. It is possi-
ble to arbitrarily declare any top-level object-oriented
programming language, such as Java, C++, C# or the
next version of the OWL language from the Semantic
Web project, as a top-level ontology, but until such
languages can encode the content of patterns, the meaning
of signs and the sense of sentences and then reduce
them to semantic primitives underlying calculus [32],
such statements will be only declarations. If the OWL

language allowed encoding patterns of the World Model
and conjugate code with natural language semantics, then
the Internet would already be turned into the Global
Artificial Intelligence through the Semantic Web project.
It should be noted that linguistics has only one synthetic
(consistently deductive and procedural) language model
– Panini grammar that is dated from the 5th century
BC, in which, with the help of 3959 short rules (sutras),
the generation, construction and transformation of all
Sanskrit units are exhaustively described, starting from the
phonetic-phonological level and ending with the semantic-
syntactic one [33]–[35]. Unfortunately, it has not yet
been clarified what formalisms are the basis for such an
accurate description of natural language and how it was
possible to achieve this in such a long time. From modern
methods of encoding language semantics, six versions
of Universal Semantic Code (USC) of V. V. Martynov
[30], [36]–[40] and their finalization in the Theory
for Automatic Generation of Knowledge Architecture
(TAPAZ-2) by A. N. Hardzei [4], [41]–[45] are known.

TAPAZ Semantic Classifier as a top-level ontology
includes the Set of Macroprocesses as Semantic Primitives
(Paradigm of Actions) ordered by TAPAZ-algebra, Role
List of Individs and TAPAZ Knowledge Graph [46].

Taking into account that the calculus of subject domains
and the semantics of each subject domain is imple-
mented in TAPAZ-2 separately using a specially oriented
knowledge graph, the most effective means of immersing
TAPAZ formalisms in the software environment are
dynamic graph models, primarily an SC-code (Semantic
Computer Code) of the Open Semantic Technology for
Intelligent Systems (OSTIS) developed by the school of
V. V. Golenkov [47], [70], [71].

We suppose that combining efforts and an organic
combination of semantic coding with the ontology and
taxonomy of semantic networks will solve a number
of central problems of automatic data processing in
natural language (Natural Language Processing), shifting
the emphasis towards machine understanding of natural
language (Natural Language Understanding, NLU).

III. Proposed approach

According to T. N. Domnina and O. A. Khachko, at the
beginning of 2014, the number of scientific peer-reviewed
journals was 34,274. If the average amount of articles is
at least 50 per year, then 1,713,700 articles are published
per year [48]. T. V. Chernigovskaya complains that “the
number of articles related to the brain exceeds 10 million
– they simply cannot be read. Every day about ten pieces
get out” [49]. The average growth in the number of peer-
reviewed scientific journals is 4% per year. In 2018, 1.6
million scientific articles were included in the Web of
Science database [50]. So, it is essential to use automatic
text analysis, artificial intelligent systems for searching
and processing information.
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In 1994, A. N. Hardzei, in a group led by V. V. Mar-
tynov, for the first time proposed a procedure for cal-
culating semantics in the form of a specially oriented
graph for ranking complex strings [41]. Use of the
procedure has required the establishment of a one-to-
one (vector) transition between actions in basic semantic
classifier and has led to the creation of the Theory
for Automatic Generation of Knowledge Architecture
(TAPAZ) which was founded on: the formal theory; the
semantic counterpart; the set of macroprocesses (actions)
as semantic primitives; the algorithm defining roles of
individs, and the graph for searching processes through
macroprocesses (knowledge graph) [44, p. 11]
In 2014, the second version of TAPAZ appeared, in

which greatly simplified algebraic apparatus, increased
number of rules of interpretation of the standard super-
position of individs [43].

At the same time, the problems of unifying the princi-
ples of building various components of computer systems
were solved within the framework of the OSTIS project
[51] aimed at creating an open semantic technology for
engineering knowledge-driven systems. This technology
allows combining heterogeneous models of problem
solving as a universal platform and reducing costs that
arise during development and modification, including
when adding new components to the system. The OSTIS
Technology makes it possible to use both statistical and
combinatory methods that operate with knowledge. It
is based on a unified version of information encoding
based on semantic networks with a basic set-theoretic
interpretation called SC-code. The architecture of each
system built using the OSTIS Technology (ostis-system)
includes a platform for interpreting semantic models of
ostis-systems as well as a semantic model of the ostis-
system described using the SC-code (sc-model of the
ostis-system). In turn, the sc-model of the ostis-system
includes the sc-model of the knowledge base, the sc-
model of the problem solver and the sc-model of the
interface (in particular, the user one).

The basis of the knowledge base of any ostis-system (sc-
model of the knowledge base) is a hierarchical system of
subject domains and corresponding ontologies. The upper
level of the hierarchy of the knowledge base fragment
related directly to natural language processing is shown
below.

Knowledge base on natural language processing
⇐⇐⇐ section decomposition*:
{{{• Section. Subject domain of lexical analysis
• Section. Subject domain of syntactic analysis
• Section. Subject domain of semantic analysis
• Section. Subject domain of TAPAZ-2
}}}

The problem solver of any ostis-system (sc-model of the
ostis-system problem solver) is a hierarchical system of

agents of knowledge processing in semantic memory (sc-
agents) that interact with each other solely by specifying
the acts they perform in the specified memory.

Problem solver for natural language processing
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Agent of lexical analysis
• Agent of syntactic analysis
• Agent of semantic analysis
• Agent of merging structures in the knowledge

base
• Agent of logical inference
}}}

Agent of merging structures in the knowledge base
⇐⇐⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Agent of searching for contradictions
• Agent of resolving contradictions
}}}

The agent of lexical analysis decomposes the text
into lexemes and nominative units (stable strings of
combinatory variants of lexemes) based on the dictionary
included in the subject domain of lexical analysis. Note
that the lexicographic description also presupposes the
establishment of the linguistic semantic category for the
lexeme, i.e. its belonging to a certain Part of Language
[52]–[56]. The agent of syntactic analysis builds the
syntactic structure of the analyzed text using the specified
rules. The agent of semantic analysis performs the
transition from the text specification created by the previ-
ous agents to the structure that describes its semantics.
The agent of merging structures in the knowledge base
compares the structures obtained as a result of the text
analysis with the data available in the knowledge base
and, if contradictions are detected, resolves them.

The agent of logical inference uses logical rules written
by means of the SC-code and interacts with the agents
of syntactic and semantic analysis.
A more detailed explanation of the abovementioned

subject domains and agents of the proposed approach is
given on the example of processing of a particular frag-
ment of natural-language text, namely the description of
the technological process of production of cottage cheese:
«Производство творога кислотным способом включает
в себя: приёмку молока, нормализацию молока до
жирности 15%, очистку и пастеризацию молока,
охлаждение молока до температуры заквашивания,
внесение закваски в молоко, сквашивание молока,
разрезку сгустка, подогрев и обработку сгустка,
отделение сыворотки, охлаждение творога»1.

1“Manufacture of cottage cheese by the acid method includes:
acceptance of milk, normalization of milk to 15% fat, purification and
pasteurization of milk, cooling of milk to the fermentation temperature,
adding sourdough to milk, fermentation of milk, cutting of the clot,
heating and processing of the clot, separation of whey, cooling of cottage
cheese”.
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From the point of view of the ostis-system, any text is
a file (i.e., an sc-node with content). An example of such
a node is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Representation of natural language text in the system.

Let us consider each of the stages of processing this
text.

IV. Lexical analysis
It is a decomposition of a text by an agent of lexical

analysis into separate lexemes and stable strings of
combinatory variants of lexemes (nominative units) based
on a dictionary that is part of the subject domain of
lexical analysis. Below is a fragment of the ontology that
contains knowledge about Parts of Language.

lexeme
⊂⊂⊂ file

nominative unit
⊂⊂⊂ file

combinatory variant of the lexeme
⊂⊂⊂ file

The lexeme is a taigen or yogen of a particular natural
language [2, p. 35]. A combinatory variant of lexeme is
a variant of a lexeme in an ordered set of its variants
(paradigm) [57, p. 351].

A nominative unit is a stable string of combinatory
variants of lexemes, in which one variant of the lexeme
(modificator) defines another one (actualizator), for exam-
ple: ‘записная книжка’ = ‘note book’, ‘бежать галопом’
= ‘run at a gallop’ [2, p. 35].

morphological paradigm*
∈∈∈ quasi-binary relation
⇒⇒⇒ first domain*:

word form
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

lexeme

natural language
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• Part of Language

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• taigen

• yogen
}}}

• sign of syntax alphabet
}}}

The morphological paradigm* is a quasi-binary rela-
tion, connecting a lexeme with its combinatory variants.
The lexeme – taigen or yogen of a particular natural
language, being a sign, it has a combination of figures
in the aspect of expression, and it has a pattern in
the aspect of content; in synthetic languages it has a
developed morphological paradigm and is the central unit
of lexicographic description.
Signs of Syntax Alphabet* are auxiliary syntactic

means (at the macrolevel – prepositions, postpositions,
conjunctions, particles, etc., at the microlevel – flexions,
prefixes, postfixes, infixes, etc.) that serve for connecting
the components of language structures and the formation
of morphological paradigms [2, p. 35].
A nominative unit is a stable string of combinatorial

variants of lexemes, in which one variant of a lexeme
(modificator) defines another (actualizator).

taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• expanded taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• composite taigen
• complex taigen
}}}

• reduced taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• contracted taigen
• constricted taigen
}}}

}}}

constricted taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• informational taigen
• physical taigen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• constant taigen
• variable taigen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• quantitative taigen
• qualitative taigen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• single-place taigen
• multi-place taigen
⊃⊃⊃ intensive taigen
⊃⊃⊃ extensive taigen

}}}
}}}
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A taigen is a Part of Language that denotes an individ.
An informational taigen denotes an individ in the

informational fragment of the World Model, a physical
taigen denotes an individ in the physical fragment of the
World Model.

A constant taigen denotes a constant individ, a variable
taigen denotes a variable individ [54, pp. 70–72], [58,
pp. 12–13].

yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• expanded yogen

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• composite yogen
• complex yogen
}}}

• reduced yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• contracted yogen
• constricted yogen
}}}

}}}

contracted yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• informational yogen
• physical yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• constant yogen
• variable yogen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• quantitative yogen
• qualitative yogen
}}}

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• single-place yogen
• multi-place yogen
}}}

}}}

multi-place yogen
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• intensive yogen
• extensive yogen
}}}

A yogen is a Part of Language that denotes an attribute
of an individ.
An informational yogen denotes the attribute of an

individ in the informational fragment of the World Model,
a physical yogen denotes the attribute of an individ in
the physical fragment of the World Model.
A constant yogen denotes a constant attribute of an

individ, a variable yogen denotes a variable attribute of
an individ [54, pp. 71–74], [58, p. 12–13].

The lexemes in the knowledge base are described in
the form shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The description of the lexeme in the knowledge base.

The construct, which is the result of lexical analysis,
is shown in Figure 3.

V. Syntactic analysis

The agent of the syntactic analysis performs the
transition from the lexically marked text to its syntactic
structure based on the rules described in the correspond-
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Figure 3. The result of lexical text analysis.
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ing subject domain. A fragment of the ontology of the
subject domain is presented below:

part of the sentence’
∈∈∈ role relation
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• principal part of the sentence’

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• grammatical subject’
• grammatical predicate’
• grammatical direct object’
}}}

• subordinate part of the sentence’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• grammatical indirect object’
• grammatical attribute’
• grammatical circumstance’
}}}

}}}

A Part of the Sentence’ is a relation that connects
the decomposition of a text with a file whose contents
(Part of Language) play a certain syntactic role in the
decomposed text [2, p. 35].
The grammatical subject’ is one of the principal role

relations that connects the decomposition of a text with
the file, the contents of which denotes the starting point
of the event description selected by the observer.

The grammatical direct object’ is one of the principal
role relations that connects the decomposition of a text
with the file, the contents of which denotes the final point
of the event description selected by the observer.

The grammatical predicate’ is one of the principal role
relations that connects the decomposition of the text with
the file, the contents of which denotes the mapping by
the observer of the starting point of the event description
to the final point [46, p. 184].

A grammatical circumstance’ is one of the subordinate
role relations that connects the decomposition of a text
with a file, the contents of which denote either a modifi-
cation or localization of the grammatical predicate; the
grammatical circumstance of degree and the grammatical
circumstance of manner denote the modification of the
grammatical predicate, the grammatical circumstance of
place and the grammatical circumstance of time denote
the spatial and, accordingly, the temporal localization of
the grammatical predicate.

A grammatical attribute’ is one of the subordinate role
relations that connects the decomposition of a text with
the file, the contents of which denote a modification of
the grammatical subject, grammatical object, grammatical
circumstance of place and time [57, pp. 352–354, 357],
[59, pp. 29–33], [60].

grammatical circumstance’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• grammatical circumstance of degree’

• grammatical circumstance of manner’
• grammatical circumstance of place’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• dynamical grammatical circumstance

of place’
• static grammatical circumstance of

place’
}}}

• grammatical circumstance of time’
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• dynamical grammatical circumstance

of time’
• static grammatical circumstance of

time’
}}}

}}}

A fragment of the ontology that is the result of this
stage is presented in Figures 4 and 5.

VI. Construction in terms of TAPAZ-2
The agent of semantic analysis performs the transition

from the processed text to its semantics formulated in
terms of TAPAZ-2 on the basis of the rules described
in the corresponding subject domain [4], [42]–[46], [61].
A fragment of the ontology of this subject domain is
presented below:

participant of the exposure*
:=== [participant of the event*]
∈∈∈ non-role relation
⇒⇒⇒ first domain*:

individ
⇒⇒⇒ second domain*:

action
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• subject*

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• initiator*
• inspirer*
• spreader*
• creator*
}}}

• instrument*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• activator*
• suppressor*
• enhancer*
• converter*
}}}

• mediator*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• landmark*
• locus*
• carrier*
• adapter*
• acceptor*
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Figure 4. The result of the syntactic analysis of the text, the first fragment.

• stock*
• separator*
• material*
• model*
• retainer*
• resource*
• stimulus*
• regulator*
• chronotope*
• source*
• indicator*
}}}

• object*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• coating*
• hull*
• interlayer*
• kernel*
}}}

• product*
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• billet*
• semi-product*
• prototype*
• end item*
}}}

}}}
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Figure 5. The result of the syntactic analysis of the text, the second fragment.

The individ is a kind of the pattern as a separate entity
in the selected fragment of the World Model [2, p. 34].
The participant of the action* is a non-role relation

that connects the action with the individ that participates
in it.
The subject* – the originator of the action, varieties

of the subject: initiator* – initiates the action, spreader*
– spreads the action, inspirer* – involves into the action,
creator* – completes the action by making a product
from the object.
Instrument* – the performer of the action, the clos-

est individ to the subject, varieties of the instrument:
activator* – directly affects the mediator, suppressor* –
suppresses the resistance of the mediator, enhancer* –
increases the effect on the mediator, converter* – converts
the mediator into the instrument.

Mediator*, i.e. the mediator of the action – the closest
individ to the object; varieties of the mediator: landmark*
– orientates the impact on the object, locus* – the
closest environs of the object partially or completely
surrounding the object that localizes the object in space
and thereby containing (enclosing) it, carrier* – carries
the object, adapter* – adapts the instrument to affect
the object, acceptor* – catches the object, stock* – the
object collected for processing, separator* – sorts the
object, material* – the object used as a raw material for
making a product, model* – the physical or informational
original sample for making a product from the object,

retainer* – turns a variable locus of the object into a
constant one, resource* – feeds the instrument, stimulus*
– reveals the parameter of the object, regulator* – serves
as an instruction in making a product from the object,
chronotope* – localizes the object in time, source*
– provides instructions for the instrument, indicator*
– displays a parameter of impact on the object or a
parameter of the product as the result of subject’s impact
on the object.
Object* – the recipient of the action, varieties of the

object: coating* – the outer insulation of the individ’s
shell, hull* – the individ’s shell, interlayer* – the inner
insulation of the individ’s shell, kernel* – the core of the
individ.
Product* – the result of the subject’s impact (action)

on the object (the individ adapted to a given role in a
new action), varieties of the product: billet* – the object
turned into a raw material, semi-product* – the product
half-made from raw materials, prototype* – the prototype
product, end item* – the finished product [61, p. 10,
15-16].

TAPAZ distinguishes between physical and informa-
tional processes, since on the highest abstract semantic
level the physical action was considered as an influence
of one individ onto another through its shell, and the
informational action – through its surroundings [44, p. 12],
[63], [64]. Below is the classification of semantic elements
(macroprocesses) of TAPAZ written by means of the SC-
code [44, p. 34], [46, p. 185].
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exposure
:=== [action]
:=== [event]
⊂⊂⊂ act
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[The action is an influence of one individ onto
another [44, p. 6].]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• activation exposure

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_reflect
• m_comprehend
• m_understand
• m_attract
• m_cumulate
• m_constrict
• m_attain
• m_adopt
• m_memorize
• m_contemplate
• m_learn
• m_absorb
• m_accumulate
• m_center
• m_assimilate
• m_feel
• m_behold
• m_feel profoundly
• m_experience
• m_over absorb
• m_concentrate
• m_centrifuge
• m_dissimilate
• m_reject
• m_erase
• m_rethink
• m_overcome
• m_expel
• m_decompress
• m_force off
• m_disassociate
}}}

• exploitation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_notify
• m_advertise
• m_instill
• m_state
• m_approach
• m_joint
• m_press down
• m_connect
• m_explain

• m_propagandize
• m_prove
• m_certify
• m_insert
• m_pump
• m_press in
• m_link
• m_reveal
• m_prophesize
• m_enlighten
• m_divine
• m_conduct
• m_spread
• m_squeeze out
• m_disconnect
• m_darken
• m_encode
• m_discredit
• m_disavow
• m_take out
• m_pull up
• m_push out
• m_unlink
}}}

• transformation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_inform
• m_interest
• m_assure
• m_predispose
• m_touch on
• m_envelope
• m_clamp
• m_mold
• m_admonish
• m_teach
• m_convince
• m_nurture
• m_rip up
• m_fill up
• m_press
• m_form
• m_pierce
• m_intend
• m_transfigure
• m_reincarnate
• m_penetrate
• m_overflow
• m_unclamp
• m_eviscerate
• m_pester
• m_mesmerize
• m_lose conscious
• m_go mad
• m_punch
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• m_uplift
• m_disband
• m_annihilate
}}}

• normalization exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_recollect
• m_recreate
• m_restart
• m_render
• m_recrystallize
• m_reintegrate
• m_regenerate
• m_restore
• m_reproduce
• m_reclaim
• m_renew
• m_revive
• m_recuperate
• m_rehabilitate
• m_reactivate
• m_reanimate
}}}

}}}
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• surroundings-shell exposure

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_reflect
• m_comprehend
• m_understand
• m_attract
• m_cumulate
• m_constrict
• m_attain
• m_notify
• m_advertise
• m_instill
• m_state
• m_approach
• m_joint
• m_press down
• m_connect
• m_inform
• m_interest
• m_assure
• m_predispose
• m_touch on
• m_envelope
• m_clamp
• m_mold
• m_recollect
• m_recreate
• m_restart
• m_render

• m_recrystallize
• m_reintegrate
• m_regenerate
• m_restore
}}}

• shell-core exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_adopt
• m_memorize
• m_contemplate
• m_learn
• m_absorb
• m_accumulate
• m_center
• m_assimilate
• m_explain
• m_propagandize
• m_prove
• m_certify
• m_insert
• m_pump
• m_press in
• m_link
• m_admonish
• m_teach
• m_convince
• m_nurture
• m_rip up
• m_fill up
• m_press
• m_form
• m_reproduce
• m_reclaim
• m_renew
• m_revive
• m_recuperate
• m_rehabilitate
• m_reactivate
• m_reanimate
}}}

• core-shell exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_feel
• m_behold
• m_feel profoundly
• m_experience
• m_over absorb
• m_concentrate
• m_centrifuge
• m_dissimilate
• m_reveal
• m_prophesize
• m_enlighten
• m_divine
• m_conduct
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• m_spread
• m_squeeze out
• m_disconnect
• m_pierce
• m_intend
• m_transfigure
• m_reincarnate
• m_penetrate
• m_overflow
• m_unclamp
• m_eviscerate
}}}

• shell-surroundings exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_reject
• m_erase
• m_rethink
• m_overcome
• m_expel
• m_decompress
• m_force off
• m_disassociate
• m_darken
• m_encode
• m_discredit
• m_disavow
• m_take out
• m_pull up
• m_push out
• m_unlink
• m_pester
• m_mesmerize
• m_lose conscious
• m_go mad
• m_punch
• m_uplift
• m_disband
• m_annihilate
}}}

}}}
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• initiation exposure

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_attract
• m_adopt
• m_absorb
• m_feel
• m_over absorb
• m_reject
• m_expel
• m_notify
• m_approach
• m_explain
• m_insert

• m_reveal
• m_conduct
• m_darken
• m_take out
• m_inform
• m_touch on
• m_admonish
• m_rip up
• m_pierce
• m_penetrate
• m_pester
• m_punch
• m_recollect
• m_recrystallize
• m_reproduce
• m_recuperate
}}}

• accumulation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_reflect
• m_cumulate
• m_memorize
• m_accumulate
• m_behold
• m_concentrate
• m_erase
• m_decompress
• m_advertise
• m_joint
• m_propagandize
• m_pump
• m_prophesize
• m_spread
• m_encode
• m_pull up
• m_interest
• m_envelope
• m_teach
• m_fill up
• m_intend
• m_overflow
• m_mesmerize
• m_uplift
• m_recreate
• m_reintegrate
• m_reclaim
• m_rehabilitate
}}}

• amplification exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_comprehend
• m_constrict
• m_contemplate
• m_center
• m_feel profoundly
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• m_centrifuge
• m_rethink
• m_force off
• m_instill
• m_press down
• m_prove
• m_press in
• m_enlighten
• m_squeeze out
• m_discredit
• m_push out
• m_assure
• m_clamp
• m_convince
• m_press
• m_transfigure
• m_unclamp
• m_lose conscious
• m_disband
• m_restart
• m_regenerate
• m_renew
• m_reactivate
}}}

• generation exposure
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_understand
• m_attain
• m_learn
• m_assimilate
• m_experience
• m_dissimilate
• m_overcome
• m_disassociate
• m_state
• m_connect
• m_certify
• m_link
• m_divine
• m_disconnect
• m_disavow
• m_unlink
• m_predispose
• m_mold
• m_nurture
• m_form
• m_reincarnate
• m_eviscerate
• m_go mad
• m_annihilate
• m_render
• m_restore
• m_revive
• m_reanimate
}}}

}}}
⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• physical action

⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:
[The physical action is an influence in
which the subject’s shell acts as an instru-
ment.]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_attract
• m_cumulate
• m_constrict
• m_attain
• m_absorb
• m_accumulate
• m_center
• m_assimilate
• m_over absorb
• m_concentrate
• m_centrifuge
• m_dissimilate
• m_expel
• m_decompress
• m_force off
• m_disassociate
• m_approach
• m_joint
• m_press down
• m_connect
• m_insert
• m_pump
• m_press in
• m_link
• m_conduct
• m_spread
• m_squeeze out
• m_disconnect
• m_take out
• m_pull up
• m_push out
• m_unlink
• m_touch on
• m_envelope
• m_clamp
• m_mold
• m_rip up
• m_fill up
• m_press
• m_form
• m_penetrate
• m_overflow
• m_unclamp
• m_eviscerate
• m_punch
• m_uplift
• m_disband
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• m_annihilate
• m_recrystallize
• m_reintegrate
• m_regenerate
• m_restore
• m_recuperate
• m_rehabilitate
• m_reactivate
• m_reanimate
}}}

• informational action
⇒⇒⇒ explanation*:

[The informational action is an influence
in which the subject’s surroundings acts
as an instrument.]

⇒⇒⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• m_perceive
• m_reflect
• m_comprehend
• m_understand
• m_adopt
• m_memorize
• m_contemplate
• m_learn
• m_feel
• m_behold
• m_feel profoundly
• m_experience
• m_reject
• m_erase
• m_rethink
• m_overcome
• m_notify
• m_advertise
• m_instill
• m_state
• m_explain
• m_propagandize
• m_prove
• m_certify
• m_reveal
• m_prophesize
• m_enlighten
• m_divine
• m_darken
• m_encode
• m_discredit
• m_disavow
• m_inform
• m_interest
• m_assure
• m_predispose
• m_admonish
• m_teach
• m_convince

• m_nurture
• m_pierce
• m_intend
• m_transfigure
• m_reincarnate
• m_pester
• m_mesmerize
• m_lose conscious
• m_go mad
• m_recollect
• m_recreate
• m_restart
• m_render
• m_reproduce
• m_reclaim
• m_renew
• m_revive
}}}

}}}

The transition can be carried out in 2 stages:

• the transition from the initial version of the text to
the reconstructed one;

• the transition from the reconstructed text to seman-
tics.

The reconstruction of the text occurs through the recon-
struction of the missing parts of the sentence based on
the World Model or the Linguistic Image of the World
and then through normalization of its syntactic structure
by rewriting the Parts of the Sentence.

During the work, the following rules for the reconstruc-
tion of the text were formulated:

• the grammatical direct object of the initial text
is displayed in the grammatical predicate of the
reconstructed text (for example, the grammatical
direct object производство = a production of the
initial text is mapped to the grammatical predicate
of the reconstructed text производит = produces);

• the grammatical attribute of the initial text is mapped
to the grammatical direct object of the reconstructed
text (for example, the grammatical attribute творога
= cottage cheese’s of the initial text is mapped to
the grammatical direct object of the reconstructed
text творог = cottage cheese).

The result of reconstruction of the initial text
under consideration: «Некто принимает молоко,
затем окисляет молоко, а именно: нормализует
молоко до 15-процентной жирности, затем очищает
молоко, затем пастеризует молоко, затем охлаждает
молоко до определённой температуры, затем вносит
закваску в молоко, затем сквашивает молоко, затем
режет сгусток, затем подогревает сгусток, затем
обрабатывает сгусток, затем отделяет сыворотку,
затем охлаждает сгусток и, в итоге, производит
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Figure 6. The result of the transition to the terms of TAPAZ-2.

творог»2.
During the work, the following rules for the transition

to semantics were also formulated:

2“Someone accepts milk, then acidifies milk, namely: normalizes milk
to 15% fat, then purifies milk, then pasteurizes milk, then cools milk to
a certain temperature, then adds sourdough to milk, then ferments milk,
then cuts the clot, then heats the clot, then processes the clot, then
separates whey, then cools the clot and, as a result, produces cottage
cheese”.

• the grammatical predicate of the reconstructed text is
mapped to the action (for example, the grammatical
predicate производит = produces);

• the grammatical direct object of the reconstructed
text is mapped to the grammatical object (for
example, the grammatical direct object творог =
cottage cheese).

When combining the transition rules from the initial
version of the text to the reconstructed one with the rules
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for the transition to semantics, it is possible to obtain the
following rules that provide a one-step transition:
• the grammatical direct object of the initial text is
mapped to the action;

• the grammatical attribute of the initial text is mapped
to the object.

The final result is shown in Figure 6.

VII. Integration into the knowledge base
The agent of merging structures in the knowledge base

integrates the structure obtained as a result of analysis
of the text into the knowledge base. The process involves
searching for and resolving contradictions.

As an example, we will present a situation when there
is a fragment in the knowledge base that describes an
exposure that is of the same type as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The construction that was present in the knowledge base
before merging.

In this case, the models are merged. The resulting
construction is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The result of merging constructs.

VIII. Conclusion
The article proposes a new approach to the machine

understanding of texts in natural language (Natural Lan-
guage Understanding, NLU), based on the formalization
of the World Model using algorithms of the Theory
for Automatic Generation of Knowledge Architecture
(TAPAZ-2) and the immersion of the obtained semantic
formalisms into the software environment using Open
Semantic Technology for Intelligent Systems (OSTIS) that
operates with original dynamic graph models – semantic
networks in the form of specially oriented taxonomies
and ontologies represented in the SC-code (Semantic
Computer Code). The resulting taxonomic and ontological
set is universal and can be used for machine understanding
of collections of texts of various subject domains in
various natural languages. The advantages of the approach
are:

• decoding the meaning of signs and sense of sentences
through decoding the patterns of the World Model,
which provides the ability to support analytical
activities and solve inventive problems not only by
analogy [44, p. 39], [46, p. 192], [61, p. 16];

• standard dynamic graph representation of any type
of knowledge within a single knowledge base, re-
gardless of the platform or system [65]–[67];

• a unified top-level algebraic ontology adapted to the
semantization of the Internet;

• machine-friendly parsing that provides a straight-
forward transition to automatic semantic markup of
content;

• Semantic Classifier, Role List of Individuals and
Knowledge Graph, significantly superior to their
analogues in terms of the capacity of semantic
calculus [11]–[28], [68], [69];

• mathematical, semantic and software algorithms that
can significantly increase the accuracy and speed of
operation of search engines;

• compatibility with statistical methods and any types
of machine learning that scale the obtained results
and reduce the complexity and labor intensity of the
knowledge base development.
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Обработка и понимание естественного
языка интеллектуальной системой

Гордей А. Н., Святощик М. И.,
Бобёр Е. С., Никифоров С. А.

Статья посвящена обработке данных на естествен-
ном языке в парадигме Теории автоматического порож-
дения архитектуры знаний (TAPAZ-2) и погружении
полученных семантических формализмов в программ-
ную среду посредством Открытой семантической
технологии для интеллектуальных систем (OSTIS).
Особенностью подхода является формализация семан-
тики естественного языка с опорой на модель мира и
сочетание семантического кодирования с онтологией
и таксономией семантических сетей.
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